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INTRODUCTION
Nowadays the perspective on the diverse
social, financial and natural processes can
be different from individual to individual.
However, one thing is clear, the sustainability
of our everyday steps and protection of
our planetary health is essential. Along with
global goals of the United Nations and Paris
Agreement to reduce carbon dioxide and its
equivalent gas emissions, green actions on a
personal level are very important. Day by day
more ecology and environment-related ideas
are appearing, simultaneously, more and
more digital ledger projects are emerging.
The topicality of these subjects is indisputable.
Therefore, we propose a synthesis of both
and institute a novel foundation that will use
Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs) to revolutionize
the management of forests and lands on
a collective and individual scale with the
help of secure and distributed blockchain
technology. This project is based on the
Cardano blockchain, which functions with the
greener proof-of-stake protocol compared
with other ones, and that currently is the
biggest blockchain with this protocol, by the
market cap.

conservation, reforestation and sustainable
forestry activity, along with collective hemp
farming by owning the according NFT cards;
as a result, gaining earnings and benefits
from the harvest and shares in our market
and voluntarily reducing atmospheric carbon
on an individual level.
Unlike previous digital projects, here,
we offer a possibility to bind the tokens to
real-world lands and forests and benefit
from them. Since the area of physical land
on our planet is only as much as it is, the
stability of its value, e.g. compared with
digital assets, is way more confident. Forests,
if protected and controlled sustainably,
grow continuously as is their value. Every NFT
owner has the opportunity to be involved
in collective decisions on actual forest and
land, in a decentralized without third-parties
involvement manner. We aim to advance our
project further, after the distribution, the first
batch (minimal marketable product) will be
used as a kickstarter for the next steps.
We strongly believe that together, i.e.
collectively, it is possible to make a positive
impact and sustainable change on our
planet’s climate and environmental systems
without any bureaucratic processes while
also bringing individual good to each
participant.

We have many goals that will be
prioritized and developed in the course
of time, depending on the algorythm’s
randomized distribution of the NFTs in the first
pre-sale and decentralised voting afterwards.
The main idea is to offer the possibility to
participate in collective (shared) forest
2
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THE IMPORTANCE OF
FORESTS IN EUROPE AND
WORLDWIDE
FORESTS AND ATMOSPHERIC CARBON

Forests cover around 31% of Earth’s land
area. Today, they are constantly shrinking.
Primary forest loss, for example, in 2020 was
4.2 million hectares (from 12.2 million hectares
of tree covered area loss), an area in the size
of Netherlands, according to data available
on Global Forest Watch 1; to understand the
dimensions of this loss, we have to know
that it is equivalent to emissions of carbon
dioxide (CO2) of 570 million cars every year.
Plants and soils absorb the equivalent of
around 20% of human created greenhouse
gases 2. How important are forests in terms
of terrestrial biosphere, climate change or
even health? First, we should know that it
is sequestering carbon by capturing CO2.
Carbon sequestration is the process in which
atmospheric carbon is taken up by trees,
grass, or other plants through photosynthesis
and stored as carbon in biomass (mostly
in wood), oceans, and soil in the long-term.
Therefore, it seems important and logical to
increase the forest land area, which in turn
would increase the carbon sequestration
rate. It has been studied that preservation

of old-growth forests is very important in
mitigating the climate crisis, they work as
“sinks” of carbon. The boreal and temperate
zone forests in the Northern hemisphere alone
sequester around 1.3 giga tons of CO2 per
year 3. New data is emerging regarding their
importance in CO2 control and it is estimated
that boreal forests store twice more carbon
than tropical ones. It is only logical that, if
these forests undergo destruction, lots of
carbon will move back into the atmosphere.
The numbers of rising temperature and
CO2 emissions are available around every
corner and have been well discussed in the
last decades, but we would also like to point
out the importance of land desertification,
erosion, and loss of crop pollinators, all so
important for our food and survival.

1 Available at: https://www.globalforestwatch.org/map/ [Online Resource](Accessed: 10/11/2021)
2 Griscom BW, Adams J, Ellis PW, et al. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences. 2017;114:11645-11650.
3 Luyssaert S, Schulze ED, Börner A, Knohl A, Hessenmöller D, Law BE, Ciais P, Grace J. Old-growth forests as global
carbon sinks. Nature. 2008 Sep 11;455(7210):213-5.
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FORESTS AND PLANETARY HEALTH

Second, forests preserve most of Earth’s
terrestrial biodiversity, which, even if this term
seems not directly related to us, is a very
important part of human lives, maintaining
medicinal plants and the gene pool (range of
DNA in species to satisfy growing demand for
food) 4. Third, as mentioned above, excessive

loss of forests can affect public health, for
example, it can increase the risk of malaria,
dengue transmission 5 or, even, be responsible
for spreading pandemics 6. It would take a
whole book to write all the consequences of
such irresponsible activities.

FORESTRY AND REFORESTATION

It is clear now that forests have tangible
and intangible value. However, concerns
have been raised about reported harvest
in European forests. The reported numbers
are controversial in the way forests are
managed. Dr Marc Palahi, Director of the
European Forest Institute (EFI) stated “In the
future, forest information should be more
carefully assessed…”7 Apparently, the way
data usually is collected includes trees
that were not “harvested” to begin with but
were lost due to natural events such as, for
instance, drought and storm related dieback and tree-falls. An article published by
Ceccherini et al. discusses the increase in
harvested forest areas since 2015. The article
states that there has been an increase in 49%
in harvested forest areas and an increase in

biomass loss of 69% in the period 2016-2018
relative to 2011-2015 8. However, Palahi et al.
have replied to this study with their own and
different results 9. Whatever the reliability
of official figures, the forestry business is
profiting a lot by logging. We aim to increase
transparency and reduce corruption with
the help of Cardano blockchain. Total gross
value added by forestry business in Europe
in 2018 was EUR 26.7 billion 10. The growth in
harvesting has been possibly driven by an
increasing demand for wood and its derived
products. If managed under strict conditions,
forestry business can be sustainable and a
well-managed forest is a growing asset. We
aim to practice forestry activities through
forest thinning, which means partial harvest
that regulates the distribution of growing

4 Brozynska M, Furtado A, Henry RJ. Genomics of crop wild relatives: expanding the gene pool for crop improvement.
Plant Biotechnol J. 2016;14:1070-85.2 Griscom BW, Adams J, Ellis PW, et al. Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences. 2017;114:11645-11650.
5 Chaves LSM, Fry J, Malik A, Geschke A, Sallum MAM, Lenzen M. Global consumption and international trade in
deforestation-associated commodities could influence malaria risk. Nat Commun. 2020;11:1258.
6 Bloomfield, L.S.P., McIntosh, T.L. & Lambin, E.F. Habitat fragmentation, livelihood behaviors, and contact between
people and nonhuman primates in Africa. Landscape Ecol.2020;35:985–1000.
7 https://efi.int/publications/concerns-about-reported-harvests-european-forests-2021-04-28 [Online Resource]
(Last accessed 18/11/2021
8 Ceccherini G, Duveiller G, Grassi G et al. Abrupt increase in harvested forest area over Europe after 2015. Nature.
2020;583: 72–77.
9 Palahí, M., Valbuena, R., Senf, C. et al. Concerns about reported harvests in European forests. Nature.2021;592:E15–E17.
10 Economic aggregates of forestry [FOR_ECO_CP]. Available at: https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/databrowser/
bookmark/2fa5078f-4070-493a-88d6-4ae0a3b4dbe7?lang=en
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space for the standing trees to benefit from
competition, growth and health status 11,
and to increase the total yield of trees. The
income mostly depends on thinning intensity,
yield and type and wood quality. On average,
revenue can range between EUR 1000-2000/
ha after 2 thinning cycles and one cycle lasts
usually around 4-5 years 12.

action of renewing forest cover as by natural
seeding or by artificial planting of seeds.
Afforestation according to it means: the act
or process of establishing a forest especially
on land not previously forested. In short, the
difference between them is how long the
land has not been covered by forests. In case
of afforestation, the downside may be that
it includes areas where there was no forest
naturally, like grasslands, which can affect
the biodiversity and natural cycles. Wand
S and Huang Y in their study have shown
that reforested and afforested lands have
a substantial global contribution to carbon
sink 14. Therefore, we offer to participate in the
reforestation to offset your carbon emissions.

By owning a Forestry plot NFT you have
an opportunity to participate in sustainable
collective forestry activity.
Nevertheless, forestry still means logging
and changing the primary environment
in some cases. This is where reforestation
comes in. Reforestation according to the
dictionary of Merriam-Webster 13 means: the

11 Smith DM, Larsen BC, Kelty MJ, Ashton PMS. The practice of silviculture: Applied forest ecology. 1997. 9th Ed. John
Wiley and Sons, New York. 537 p
12 Farelly N. Thinning for Profit. Tresearch. 2017;4. Available at: https://www.teagasc.ie/crops/forestry/research/
13 https://www.merriam-webster.com/ [Online Resource]
14 Wang S, Huang Y. Determinants of soil organic carbon sequestration and its contribution to ecosystem carbon
sinks of planted forests. Glob Chang Biol. 2020;26:3163-3173.
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CARBON CREDITS AND
OFFSETS
Since 1997, Kyoto Protocol under the
United Nations Framework Intervention on
Climate Change asks countries to control
and limit carbon emissions by carbon
sequestration or reduction; it includes a
possibility to trade carbon emissions, which
are certified usually by governmental bodies
and are called certified emissions reduction
(CER). Currently, the thing has developed
way further, now even an individual or
little private company can be voluntarily
involved in reducing their carbon footprint
with voluntary (verified) emissions reduction
(VER) or trade them between themselves
(carbon offsets). VERs are verified through
a voluntary certification process. The idea

is to shift finances to and invest in carbon
emission reduction projects for those who
have already met their emission cap or to
give a chance to conscious and sustainable
individuals to act independently. What are
carbon credits? Carbon credit “is equal”
to 1 metric ton of CO2 or other equivalent
greenhouse gases (CO2-e) and is globally the
same, independent of the source. Worldwide,
consumption-based per capita emissions
are 4.5 tons of CO2 annually (compared to
the USA, where it reaches 16 tons) 15. Since
the start of the Industrial Revolution the
average amount of atmospheric CO2 has
increased almost 2-fold (by 47%) 16 and does
not stop rising, see the graph 17, mostly due

15 Bloomfield, L.S.P., McIntosh, T.L. & Lambin, E.F. Habitat fragmentation, livelihood behaviors, and contact between
people and nonhuman primates in Africa. Landscape Ecol 35, 985–1000 (2020).
16 Hannah Ritchie and Max Roser (2020) - “CO2 and Greenhouse Gas Emissions”. Published online at OurWorldInData.
org. Retrieved from: ‘https://ourworldindata.org/co2-and-other-greenhouse-gas-emissions’ [Online Resource]
17 https://climate.nasa.gov/vital-signs/carbon-dioxide/ [Online Resource]
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to fossil fuels. These numbers are, of course,
correlated to atmospheric temperature
rise, ocean pH acidification, etc. Globally,
different strategies have been proposed
and attempts made to manage changing
climatic processes, but to meet Paris Climate
Agreement or any other, a very effective way
is a significantly improved and mature land
stewardship like forest conservation.

By supporting the ReforestNation fund
with buying Forest Plot NFT you directly
participate in the conservation of the primary
boreal forest or in the establishment of forest
cover. In our case the Forest plot NFT card is
a certificate that offers the validity of carbon
offset and represents a carbon credit value
defined in our marketplace; in addition,
the carbon credits can be fractionated,
depending on the amount of NFTs and plot
sizes, and provide the avoidance of certain
amount of CO2 emissions.

So, what could be my role in this? One
very important and feasible carbon offset
activity is reforestation and preservation
(conservation) of primary forests, in addition
to renewable energy, methane capture,
energy efficiency projects, etc.

EXAMPLE OF A GRAPH FOR A SPECIFIC
PROTECTED FOREST PLOT

The standard for calculation of carbon sequestration was adapted from the WWC calculator 18
made an assumption and observation that
each tree is separated with at least 3.5 m
spacing (over the gross tree-covered area).
The greatest carbon sequestration trees have
between 20-50 years of age, in our example,
it is the average age of the pines. In this
example we included a single plot (Fig.1) of 0.8

The dominant species in this forest land,
located in a National Park that follows strict
regulations, is Pinus Sylvestris L. Other bushes,
woody shrubs and types of trees are present;
however, for this specific piece of land in
the calculation for carbon sequestration
we specified only the dominant species. We

18 Available at: https://www.woodlandcarboncode.org.uk/standard-and-guidance/3-carbon-sequestration/3-3project-carbon-sequestration [Online Resource]
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card NFTs (each Pine card equals 10 trees).
Please note, our CO2 credit market value does
not correspond to other voluntary carbon
market values.

ha to show the rough estimated cumulative
numbers of carbon storage. A single pine tree
stores on average 7-10 kg/ year of CO2 19.
The calculations and your carbon offset
credit will depend on the size of a specific
Forest plot NFT or amount of collected Pine

ATMOSPHERIC CARBON AND
CRYPTOCURRENCY
Almost every deed we make on this
planet has an impact on the surrounding
environment. This is a well-known and studied
fact. From many energy-consuming actions
cryptocurrency and blockchain technology
has gained a decent amount of popularity
in the last few years and, as well, is not
carbon emission neutral 20, since it requires
vast amounts of electricity and specialized
hardware production. Bitcoin blockchain,
for example, will have reached 130.5 million
metric tonnes of carbon emissions annually
by 2024 in China alone 20. Approximate
numbers show that between 2016 and 2018
up to 13 million tons of carbon dioxide have
been produced by Bitcoin 21. Currently it’s
estimated annual emissions are similar to the
annual carbon footprint of a small-medium
sized European country 22. Therefore, it is
quite important to find alternatives. Cardano

blockchain, in comparison to others, is more
energy efficient since it uses a Proof of
Stake blockchain mechanism. However, as
an active cryptocurrency user, one should
consider the carbon footprint he/she leaves
with this activity, especially living in a coalbased area. To offset your carbon emissions
in a transparent and direct way, you can
support the growth and conservation of the
primary boreal forests by becoming a part of
the Reforestnation project that is based on
Cardano blockchain. It is an option to avoid
middleman companies that offer their offset
services.

19 Toochi EC. Carbon sequestration: how much can forestry sequester CO2?. Forest Res Eng Int J. 2018;2:148-150.
20 Jiang, S., Li, Y., Lu, Q. et al. Policy assessments for the carbon emission flows and sustainability of Bitcoin blockchain
operation in China. Nat Commun. 2021;12:1938.
21 Krause, M.J., Tolaymat, T. Quantification of energy and carbon costs for mining cryptocurrencies. Nat Sustain.
2018;1:711–718.
22 Stoll C, Klaaßen L, & Gallersdörfer U. The Carbon Footprint of Bitcoin. Joule. 2019;3:1647–1661.
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HEMP INDUSTRY AND
FARMING
What importance and value has the
cultivar Cannabis Sativa Linn (C.Sativa L)
in the world? Facts to highlight are several.
This plant is one of the fastest growing on
the planet next to the bamboo. It can have
an important positive impact on the Earth’s
climate, since hemp has excellent carbon
sequestering (atmospheric carbon storage
in biomass) abilities, one hectare of hemp
sequesters 15-22 tonnes of carbon dioxide
(similar to a young forest) and only needs
5 months to grow 23. Therefore, hemp fields
can be a great carbon offset. It improves
the soil and environment in which it grows
compared to the rest of the crops by
preventing erosion, breaking the natural
cycle of crop diseases, absorbing heavy
metals, and, most importantly, it does not
need pesticides 15. Another point is that all
the plant’s parts can be used in many ways

and industries. For example, stalks can be
processed into fibers and further into paper,
textiles, bioplastics, insulation, housing panels,
you name it. From seeds we can produce
food (proteins, flour, consumable oils, beer),
fuels, paints, personal care products, and
pharmaceuticals 24. As well, the reputation of
hemp products as drugs and remedies has
been growing steadily in recent years due to
an active compound cannabidiol (CBD), that
has proven medical properties and is already
used in some countries for specific diseases
as a treatment 25. CBD and hemp product
purchase for personal use has skyrocketed in
the last 5-6 years. A whole separate subject
also is the rich nutritional value of this plant
seeds and it is out of the scope of this paper.

23 Adesina I, Bhowmik A, Sharma H, Shahbazi A. A Review on the Current State of Knowledge of Growing Conditions,
Agronomic Soil Health Practices and Utilities of Hemp in the United States. Agriculture. 2020; 10(4):129.
24 Kraenzel DG, Petry TA, Nelson B, et al. Industrial Hemp As An Alternative Crop In North Dakota. North Dakota State
University, Department of Agribusiness and Applied Economics, Agricultural Economics Reports. 1998.
25 Jaklevic MC. CBD Drug Is Approved for a Third Form of Epilepsy. JAMA. 2020;324:1026.
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The hemp industry market has been
growing rapidly in the last number of years.
In Europe, in the last 5 years the cultivation of
hemp has increased by 75% and in the same
period the production of hemp increased by
62.4% 26, please see the graph.

Compared with the forests and forestry
business, hemp is an annual crop and hemp
fields can be harvested every season, which
means they bring profit every season without
significant damage to the environment and
even with improvement of it. Every year more
and more farmers are interested in growing
this crop.

High-value CBD hemp for extraction is
the most profitable way in the hemp industry.
For example, one kg of CBD hemp flowers
can be sold for around 200-2500 € per kg
depending on the CBD % it contains and
growth conditions. Afterwards some more
valuable products like CBD isolates and oils
can be manufactured. However, as discussed
above, all the parts of the plant can be used
for a variety of industries. Hemp seed market
is starting to grow, based on that, also hemp
food market is growing and demand is higher
than supply 27.

How can I participate? By owning an
NFT that is representing a plot you have an
opportunity to take a part in a collective
hemp farming.
Please note, the C.Sativa L cultivars in our
fields contain tetrahydrocannabinol levels
below 0.2%.

26 Available at: https://ec.europa.eu/info/food-farming-fisheries/plants-and-plant-products/plant-products/
hemp_en [Online Resource](Last accessed 15/11/21)
27 Michel Carus. The European Hemp Industry: Cultivation, processing and applications for fibres, shivs, seeds and
flower. 2017. Available at: https://eiha.org/media/2017/12/17-03_European_Hemp_Industry.pdf [Online Resource]
(Accessed: 16/11/2021)
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OUR IDEA
• ReforestNation is a foundation that aims to revolutionize forest preservation and management
together with hemp farming with the help of blockchain technology. ReforestNation legally
owns the land represented by NFTs minted during the first drop. By minting the NFT users are
granted the blockchain ownership of the token. Our organization acquires the land and creates
conditions for successful CO2 offset generation, hemp harvesting and realization, profitable
thinning and sustainable forest harvesting. CO2 offsets created by Forest Plot NFTs, profit
generated by Forestry Plot NFTs and income from Hemp Plot NTF harvesting, is distributed back
to the beneficiaries of the specific plot NFTs;
• ReforestNation creates a novel concept of hassle-free, low-cost way to take a part in forest
preservation, hemp farming, reforestation and/or sustainable forestry business, with the help of
cardano blockchain. It offers the opportunity to its participants to decide and vote on the next
project, whether it be forestry, hemp farming, reforestation or forest conservation, depending on
their NFT share in the collection;
• ReforestNation’s main idea is to drive a green attitude, without the involvement of third-parties
and by avoiding unnecessary processes, and promote sustainable ways to gain benefits in a
decentralized form. Moreover, it aims to increase stability and utility and reduce obscurity of the
digital assets;
• Our goal is to expand further in time, funded by the first batch release, and is not limited to
current possibilities and proposals.
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FOREST PLOT NFT

The Forest Plot NFT is representing
a part of “conserved forest”, no forestry
business, no harvesting of any kind. The land
represented by this NFT is purely for the aims
of conservation, reforestation and carbon
stockage. As such, the NFT has a carbon credit
score. Members can use it to reduce their
carbon footprint.

Whenever a plot of land is bought for
conservation or reforestation, Forest Plot NFTs
are generated for each subdivided plot. The
NFTs are then given a carbon credit score
based on the specific plot they represent,
after getting verified carbon credit rate Forest
Plot NFTs are placed on the ReforestNation
ecosystem into the publicly available market.

HEMP PLOT NFT

Earn seasonal profit from Hemp
farmland NFTs. Hemp farming is a rapidly
growing industry due to the increased
consumption of hemp-based products. This
NFT represents a plot of land from a hemp
field owned by ReforestNation that grows

and harvests it each Croptober. The profits
in fiat currency will be re-invested back into
the ecosystem. Generated resources through
sales are returned to the NFT owner using the
ReforestNation ecosystem.

13
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FORESTRY PLOT NFT

The Forestry NFT represents a plot of
land where forestry and forest thinning takes
place. ReforestNation will acquire land used
for forestry and if they decide to continue
using it for forestry (for instance, continue or
introduce harvesting of trees). Forestry Plot
NFT will be deployed when a new plot of land
is designated for Forestry. ReforestNation
will buy land used for forestry and generate
the relevant NFT once the piece of land is
subdivided into plots.

Our NFTs will provide the opportunity to
own forestry land that will provide real rates
of return ranging from 10% to 17% per year,
depending on the size and quality of the plot
(and of the relevant NTF). Forestry Plot NFTs will
be deployed in small numbers and offered
exclusively to the members that take part in
the minting of the first collection.

• Most of the land which is represented by Forest, Hemp or Forestry plot NFTs finds its place
in eastern Europe, Baltic states. Geographical location of land is only known to holders of the
particular NFTs and ReforestNation high ranking members. See fig.2.
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Reforestnation
ecosystem - a blockchain
based Carbon Credit
System
The tokenization system of carbon
credits is based on Cardano blockchain
that will improve efficiency and avoid costly
and unnecessary operations that currently
manage carbon credit transactions. The
novelty we offer is easier trading of carbon
offsets and possibility to exchange smaller,
fractionated amounts for individuals who are
willing to invest just a little in our established
market. This marketplace a certain CO2 offset
amount is predetermined in each NFT card.
Depending on the amount of NFTs owned, the
fractional CO2 credit and emission reduction/
retainment can be calculated.
Each token is “stapled” to its certain carbon
offset. Each token offers uniqueness of the
data unit (code) stored on the digital ledger
and is associated with a determined type of
card.

$REFO token owners can use the tokens
to purchase carbon offset credits (NFTs)
on the Reforestnation trade market. Other
cryptocurrencies have already partnered with
a carbon emission exchange; however, $REFO
token is the first one to be tied to reforestation
and conservation and hemp farming, the
reducing actions that all directly offset
atmospheric carbon.
Our tokens can be transferred between the
platform users; therefore the carbon credits
as well.

15
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MARKETPLACE

All the NFT tokens will use the same
marketplace, they will be bought and sold
using $REFO token. The properties of the NFTs
are clearly specified on each one of them. Our
marketplace will state that the Forest Plot NFT
will give you carbon credit, depending on the
plot size and quality, Hemp plot NFT will give
you seasonal passive income according to
the rate represented and Forestry NFT will give
you 10-17% benefit from the forestry activities
carried out on the represented plot(s) of land.

Decentralized and non-permissible —
The Reforestnation ecosystem framework is
being designed to optimize the benefit (and
minimize risks) of digital asset ownership and
trading. Our core technologies will depend
strictly on the blockchain, automated smart
contracts.
Blockchain Protocol — The Reforestnation
ecosystem will use Cardano blockchain
and protocol, with a native token named
$REFO. It will share the security advantages
of the entire Cardano network, avoiding the
possibility of a consensus attack.

A possible future development is to allow
the public to list their own land NFTs in our
marketplace. If it happens, those tokens will
clearly be listed in a “Private Forest” section.
We refer to this feature as the ‘’Land Lease
Protocol’’.

Less Costly Fee Exposure — There will be
some charges applicable like ecosystem
usage fees for trade execution, NFT listing, NFT
auctions, and network fees for $REFO transfers
will apply.

Users will be able to buy $REFO tokens
directly from the marketplace or from other
major DEX where we plan to list $REFO.

16
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TOKENOMICS

ReforestNation will manage one token and three non-fungible tokens

$REFO Token
$REFO token aims to help individuals and
companies take part in the emerging crypto
market while also assisting in the fight against
climate change. REFO token is a currency that
is used in our system and offers profit. Later
it will be possible to trade it in the Cardano
decentralised exchange platforms (DEX). The
token is not tied to a specific plot of land. It
is already generated and will be placed on
the market when the project is finalised and
launched. We have generated 1 billion tokens.
At launch they will be divided as follows:

• 33% of tokens will be burned at the outset
• 6% for marketing
• 17% to land acquisition
• 7% to the team
• 3% to the advisors
•33% sold in the market

33 %

6%

17 %
7%

33 %

3%

tokens will be burned
at the outset

land acquisition

advisors

marketing

team

sold in the market
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$REFO Usage
The $REFO token is used in three main ways:
Payment — The Primary exchangeable
counter digital currency is $REFO for all trades
on the Marketplace.
Fees — All fees for the NFT Marketplace
applications, including listing fees are paid
with $REFO.

Rewards — Rewards distributed and
contributed to all uses will be denominated in
$REFO.

Buy back and burn
removed from circulation. In this way, more
money will go into $REFO tokens and the
supply will be reduced. Scarcity will drive their
value up and their price will rise.

We shall use part of the profit from hemp
farming and forestry to buy back $REFO
tokens. We shall burn the tokens we buy back
to keep their value using revenue from hemp
farming and forestry. Therefore, there is not
a specific “buy back and burn” schedule but
it will happen regularly. Once $REFO tokens
are bought back, they will be burned and

Transaction fees
• 2% will contribute to the liquidity pool
• 1.5% will be distributed among other holders
of tokens as part of auto-staking
• 1.5% will be burned

There will be no transaction fee for the NFT
transactions, $REFO token transactions are
subject to a 5% transaction fee. The fee will be
divided as follows:

Loss of tokens
natural rise in prices since they unwillingly
reduce the number of tokens in circulation.

We do not offer any guarantee for lost tokens
since it is something completely out of our
control. REFO token holders who lose access
to tokens will indirectly contribute to the
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OUR CYCLE

we buy land

Land assigned to
conservation,
hemp farmland
or to forestry

Users receive
carbon credits or
10-17% income(**)

User buys NFT
associated with
a specific plot
of land

Land divided into
plots, each plots
associated to
a NFT (*)

Once our programme is under way, we shall issue new NFTs each time we decide to buy land.
The steps in our cycle are as follows:
1) ReforestNation buys land.
2) The land is either assigned to conservation, hemp farmland or to forestry.
3) The land is divided into plots, each plot represents one of three NFT tokens: Hemp Plot NFT,
Forestry Plot NFT or Forest Plot NFT.
4) The NFTs are listed in the market place so users can buy them
5) Holders of NFTs receive either carbon credits or profit from forestry activities depending on
the plot of land, and the relevant token. Owners of NFT are free to sell their NFT by putting it back
in the marketplace.
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ROADMAP
Q4-2019

Q1-2022

1. Birth of an idea
2. Finding Team Best suited for this project

1. Launching Reforestnation ecosystem
2. Reforestnation NFT Marketplace
3. ReforestNation APP on IOS/Android
4. Burning 330 million $REFO tokens
5. Land Lease Protocol

Q1-2021

1. ReforestNation foundation
2. Private Funding Complete

Q2-2022

Q2-2021

1. Listing $REFO on another DEX
2. Volunteer program
3. Drone project funding
4. Applying for Grant Funding from the EU

1. Market research
2. First Forest Land obtained by ReforestNation
3. Land NFT Initialization

Q3-2021

1. Technology research
2. NFT Initialization
3. Project development
4. Acquiring first hemp farmland

Q4-2021

1. Website Launch
2. Social Media Launch
3. Partnership with One Tree Planted
4. NFT launch
5. First private round of NFT sales
6. First Public NFT Sale Round
7. Acquiring more hemp, forest land
8. 40 000 trees planted with OTP
9.The great giveaway - more than 1.5 ha in
Plot NFTs to lucky REFO members
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LEGAL NOTICE
General Considerations
Reforestnation does not have the legal
qualification of security since it does not
give any rights to dividends or interests.
The sale of Reforestnation token is final
and non-refundable. Reforestnation tokens
are not shares and do not give any right
to participate in the general meeting of
Reforestnation. Reforestnation tokens
cannot have a performance or a particular
value outside the Reforestnation network.
Reforestnation token shall not be utilized or
purchased for any speculative or investment
purposes.

has carefully reviewed the content of this
whitepaper and completely understands
the risks, benefits, and costs partaking the
purchase of Reforestnation token.
Acquiring Reforestnation tokens and
storing them may involve a number of risks,
particularly the risk that Reforestnation may
not launch its business operations, develop
its blockchain-driven system, and provide
the services promised. Thus, before obtaining
Reforestnation tokens, users should prudently
assess the costs, risks, and benefits of
acquiring Reforestnation tokens.
Any interested person who cannot accept
or refuses to accept or understand the risks
involved in the activity (including the risks of
the non-development of the Reforestnation)
will not be able to participate in the ICO of
REFO Tokens and the associated land NFTs.)
or any other risks, as stated in the ICO’s terms
and conditions.

The purchaser of Reforestnation token
is aware that national securities laws, which
ensure that investors are sold assets that
include all the proper disclosures and
are subject to regulatory scrutiny for the
investors’ protection, are not applicable.
Anyone purchasing Reforestnation token
acknowledges and accepts that he/she
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Knowledge Required
The purchaser of Reforestnation tokens
undertakes that he/she understands and
has substantial knowledge and experience of
cryptocurrencies, blockchain, and blockchainrelated services. He/she completely
understands the risks associated with the
ICO and the mechanism related to the use of
cryptocurrencies (including storage).

Reforestnation shall not be held
responsible for any loss of Reforestnation
token or NFT or for any situation that makes
it impossible to access Reforestnation
token, which may result from any actions or
omissions of the user or any person willing to
acquire Reforestnation tokens, as well as in
case of hacker attacks.

Important Disclaimer
This whitepaper shall not be regarded
as an invitation to enter into any sort of
investment. It does not in any way or form
constitute, nor should it be deemed as an
offering of securities in any jurisdiction. This
whitepaper does not include any information
or indication that might be regarded as any
form of recommendation or used for any
investment decision. Reforestnation tokens
are just utility tokens, which can be used only
on the Reforestnation platform and are not
intended or designed to be seen or used as
any form of investment.

to the Purchasers. Regulatory authorities
seem to be scrutinizing various businesses
and operations in the cryptocurrency industry.
In light of this, regulatory measures, actions,
or investigations may affect Reforestnation
business and restrict or prevent us from
developing our future operations. Any
person willing to acquire Reforestnation
tokens must be aware of the Reforestnation
business model. It is important to note that
the whitepaper or terms and conditions may
be changed due to new compliance and
regulatory demands from any relevant laws
in any jurisdiction.

The offering of Reforestnation tokens
on a trading platform is made to allow the
use of the Reforestnation platform and not
for speculative purposes. The offering of
Reforestnation coins on a trading site does
not in any way change the tokens’ legal
qualification, which remains a simple means
for using the Reforestnation platform and is
not a security.

In such cases, purchasers and anyone
willing to acquire Reforestnation tokens
acknowledge and understand that neither
Reforestnation nor any of our affiliates shall
be held liable for any sort of loss or damage
caused by such changes. Reforestnation
will do its utmost to launch its operations
and develop the Reforestnation platform.
Anyone willing to acquire Reforestnation
tokens acknowledges and understands that
Reforestnation does not guarantee that it will
manage to achieve it.
Therefore, they recognize and understand
that Reforestnation (including its staff and
affiliates) shoulders no form of liability or
responsibility for any damage or damage
that would result from the incapacity to use
Reforestnation tokens, except in the event of
intentional misconduct or gross negligence.

Reforestnation is not to be considered
as an advisor in any legal, tax, or financial
matters. Any information in the whitepaper
is provided for general information purposes
only, and Reforestnation does not give any
sort of warranty or assurance regarding
the accuracy and completeness of this
information. Acquiring Reforestnation token
shall not grant any right or influence over
Reforestnation organization and governance
22
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Representation and Warranties
By participating in the ICO, the purchaser
agrees to the preceding, and particularly, they
represent and warrant that they:

• Have adequate knowledge about the nature
of the cryptocurrencies and have significant
experience with, and practical understanding
of, the use and intricacies of dealing with
cryptocurrencies, blockchain, and blockchainbased services;

• Have carefully and thoroughly read the
terms and conditions of this project and the
ICO, and agree to be legally bound by them;

• Purchase Reforestnation tokens
because they wish to have access to the
Reforestnation platform;

• Are authorized and have complete power
to purchase Reforestnation token according
to the laws that apply in their domicile
jurisdiction;

• Are not purchasing Reforestnation tokens
for the purpose of speculative investment or
usage.

• Live in a jurisdiction which allows
Reforestnation to sell Reforestnation token
through an ICO without the need for any local
authorization;
• Are familiar with all relevant regulations
in the specific jurisdiction they reside and
that purchasing cryptocurrencies in their
jurisdiction is not restricted, prohibited, or
subject to extra conditions of any sort;
• Will not use the ICO for any illegal activity,
including money laundering and the
financing of terrorism;
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RISK
There are certain risks involved in the cryptocurrency space, and these risks may affect the
acquisition of Reforestnation tokens. Users acknowledge and accept all risks mentioned below
and those yet to be discovered by the Reforestnation team:

Competition Risks
With the advancement of information
technology and mobile Internet, digital
assets are gradually prospering, and several
decentralized applications are consistently
emerging, heating competition in the industry.

With the regular appearance and expansion
of other platforms, the community will
experience constant operating pressure and
market competition risks.

Risk of Development Failure as a result of Fund
Shortage
development funds and possibly even suffer a
lack of project fund to execute all the plans for
the platform fully. In such a case, there may
be a risk that the Reforestnation platform may
not be developed as intended.

In case of any adverse downturn in the
virtual currency market (resulting in low
prices for Reforestnation token) or where
there is prolonged development time, the
Reforestnation team may face a shortage of

Risk of Hacking or Theft
homogeneity attack, and malware attack.
Although we will make all necessary efforts to
ensure the security of the platform, we will not
be held liable for any attack.

Hackers, other dangerous groups, or entities
may attempt to interrupt or interfere with the
Reforestnation platform and/or Reforestnation
token with any number of methods, including
guerrilla-style attack, DoS Sybil attack,
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System Risk
Certain risks are associated with abandoned
perilous shortcomings in open-source
software or large-scale failure of a global
network infrastructure. Although some of the
risks may lessen over time owing to bug fixes

and advances in computation jam, other
risks are still erratic. Such risks include natural
disasters or political factors that may interfere
with any aspect of the Internet.

Risk of Platform Defect
crash). This may even make a user suffer a
loss of Reforestnation token in the event of a
critical situation.

The Reforestnation platform may fail to offer
standard service owing to defects for known
or unknown reasons (e.g., large-scale Node

Risks as a Result of Bugs or Cryptography
Development
someone leveraging an advanced tool to
crack the Reforestnation platform, leading to
possible Reforestnation token loss.

With the fast-paced cryptography
development and advancement in science
and technology, there is the possibility of

Risks of Insufficient Interest
relevant distributed networks. Such lack of
interest or usage may adversely impact the
development of the Reforestnation platform
and Reforestnation token.

There is a possibility that the Reforestnation
platform may fail to be used by a large
number of individuals or entities. This means
that the public does not hold enough
interest in developing and enhancing the

Other Unpredictable Risks
Also, additional risks may occur, or some risks
identified above may occur together. As a
user or potential purchaser of Reforestnation
tokens, you accept all risks.

Like many blockchain-driven projects, the
Reforestnation token is still at the nascent
stage, yet to be fully explored. Aside from the
risks identified in this whitepaper, some other
risks may not be mentioned or anticipated.
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Ownership Conditions & Responsibility
Purchasing the NFT of either type does not
grant the investor ownership of the underlying
land or asset class. It simply entitles them
to receive the monetary benefits derived in
terms of revenue generated by the specific
piece of land through either the increase in
value of the REFO token used to purchase
the NFT or the fixed revenue generated at
regular interval by hemp farming activities.
Reforestnation retains the complete
ownership of the lands used for this project
at all times and No Such claim on the land
will be entertained by Reforestnation or its
Management.

the same with fairness and on a regular basis
depending on the type and quantity of the
NFT Owned.
The NFT ownership also entities owner to the
voting rights to decide on the future activities
of Reforestnation like which type of lands
should be added and any other topics to be
voted on in the future. Please Note the voting
power will be in proportion to the NFT owned
by the investor.

Reforestnation as the authorized owner of
the land and will be responsible to collect the
revenue for the land designated by the NFT on
behalf of the NFT owner and will be paid out

Important Information for Potential
Contributors
This white paper does not constitute a
prospectus or offering document and does
not and is not intended to constitute an offer
to sell, nor the solicitation of any offer to buy,
an investment, a security or a commodity,
or an option on or any other right to acquire
any such investment, security or commodity.
This white paper has not been reviewed by,
passed on or submitted to any U.S. federal or
state agency or self-regulatory organization
or to any other foreign agency or selfregulatory organization. This white paper does
not constitute advice to purchase any token
nor should it be relied upon in connection with
any contract or contribution decision.

the white paper is under development and
is being constantly updated, including but
not limited to key governance and technical
features. Accordingly, if and when the project
is completed, it may differ significantly from
the project set out in this whitepaper. No
representation or warranty is given as to the
achievement or reasonableness of any plans,
future projections or prospects and nothing
in this white paper is or should be relied upon
as a promise or representation as to the
future. Reforestnation retains the full right to
alter its transaction business model, including
burn amounts and fees, any time at its sole
discretion.

This white paper contains forward-looking
statements that are based on the beliefs of
Reforestnation, as well as certain assumptions
made by and information available to
Reforestnation. The project as envisaged in

Reforestnation intends to operate in full
compliance with applicable laws and
regulations and to obtain the necessary
licences and approvals as may be required
in its opinion in key markets. This means
26
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that the development and roll-out of all the
features of the platform as described in this
white paper are not guaranteed. Regulatory
licences or approvals may be required in
a number of relevant jurisdictions in which
relevant activities may take place. It is not
possible to guarantee, and no person makes
any assurances, that any such licences
or approvals will be obtained within a
particular timeframe or at all. This means
that features of the Reforestnation platform

may not be available in certain markets, or
at all. This could require the restructuring of
the Reforestnation platform or result in its
unavailability in all or certain respects.
Reforestnation reserves the right to revise
this white paper from time to time at its sole
discretion. Any revisions to this white paper
will be made available on ReforestNation’s
website.

Intellectual and Industrial Property
All the contents that are part of this Carbon
Market Place without exclusion, including
without limitation information, articles, data,
texts, logos, icons, user interfaces, visual
interfaces, images, graphics, design and
image of the Carbon Market Place (external
appearance or “look and feel”), video files,
audio files, databases, computer applications,
whether or not protected by copyright,
patents, trademarks or other intellectual
or industrial property rights or instruments,
are the property of Reforestnation or it is
exploited under third party license holders of
the intellectual and / or industrial property
rights of the aforementioned contents. These
are protected by current intellectual and
industrial property laws.

Reforestnation as the author of the collective
work in which the Reforestnation Carbon
Market Place consists, is the owner of all
industrial and intellectual property rights
thereon.
Any form of reproduction, distribution, public
communication, transformation and, in
general, any act of exploitation of all or
part of the contents (images, texts, designs,
indexes, forms, etc.) that make up the Carbon
Market Place, is prohibited, as well as of the
databases and the software necessary for
the visualization or the operation of the same,
that does not have the express and previous
written authorization of Reforestnation
The User may not, under any circumstances,
exploit or serve commercially, directly or
indirectly, in whole or in part, of any of the
contents (images, texts, designs, indexes,
forms, etc.) that make up the Carbon Market
Place without the prior written authorization
of Reforestnation. In no case, the availability
or public communication of such contents
may imply any type of waiver, transmission
or total or partial cession of the same by
Reforestnation.

Reforestnation brands and logos referred to
on the Carbon Market Place are trademarks
or registered trademarks of Reforestnation
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Statement on Compliance with Anti-Money
Laundering Requirements
As part of its business approach as a
transparent and socially responsible
financial, Reforestnation is firmly committed
to participating in international efforts to
combat money laundering, the funding of
terrorism and other acts punishable by law.
Reforestnation project is supervised by the
EU Anti-Money Laundering Authority (AMLA)

which has strong regulations for anti-money
laundering. The AMLA has enacted laws and
rules designed to regulate the antimoney
laundering directives of the standards set by
European Authorities.

Standard Documentation used for Trading
documentation to deal with the particular
circumstances of the project, and will be
customised according to the status of the
project and the potential directions that it
might take.

For projects where the carbon instrument
is not yet created, or the project is not
yet accredited and the value or status of
the carbon instrument is not yet known,
the relationships between the project
developer and potential off-takers of the
carbon instrument typically require bespoke

Carbon Risk Management Clauses
trading of carbon credits directly or indirectly
and Reforestnation will not be held liable
for any change in revenue arising due to
such situation. The Carbon Credit generated
on the Lands owned by Reforestation
cannot be exchanged or sold outside of
the reforestnation NFT marketplace, it only
exists within the marketplace as a form of
benefits derived by owning an NFT sold by
Reforestnation.

• Direct Exposure to Carbon Costs
This direct liability gives rise to a permit cost,
which is likely to increase costs for producers
which have emissions. These costs may affect
the revenue generation of the NFT owners.
• Pass-through Clauses
The most commonly encountered passthrough clauses are often set out as “change
of law” provisions. These provide for the price
of a commodity or service to be amended or
reviewed if, after the date of the agreement,
there is a change in law which impacts upon
the cost of production of the commodity or
service.

The value of Carbon credit generated
by Reforest nation in association to the
NFT owned will be valued independently
of the other Carbon Credits available in
other markets across the world. They are
independent of each other in terms of
monetary market value.

• Tax Disruption Costs
The government holds the right to change
the tax structure applicable on holding and
28
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Risks Specific to Holding Digital Assets
Digital assets, also referred to as
cryptocurrency or NFT, are a digital
representation of value that function as a
medium of exchange, a unit of account, or
a store of value. Cryptocurrencies or NFT’s
are not legal tender, are not backed by the
government or a central bank and, other than
stable coins, generally have no underlying
assets, revenue stream, or other source of
value tied to fiat currency or other assets.
Their value is derived from market dynamics
and has historically been more volatile
relative to fiat currency and other assets.
The same is true for stable coins backed by
other cryptocurrencies or commodities. The
unpredictability of the price of cryptocurrency
and certain commodities that substantiate
stable coins (e.g., carbon credits) relative
to fiat currency may result in significant
loss over a short period of time. The value
of cryptocurrency may be derived from the
continued willingness of market participants
to exchange fiat currency for cryptocurrency,
which may result Legislative and regulatory
changes or actions at the state, federal or
international level may adversely affect
the use, transfer, exchange, and value of
cryptocurrencies. Several federal agencies
have also published advisory documents
surrounding the risks of virtual currency. For

more information see, the CFPB’s Consumer
Advisory, the CFTC’s Customer Advisory, the
SEC’s Investor Alerts and FINRA’s Investor
Alerts.
Some cryptocurrency transactions shall be
deemed to be made when recorded on a
public ledger, which is not necessarily the
date or time that the customer initiates
the transaction. Cryptocurrency ownership
is often determined by a decentralized
public ledger that associates an amount of
cryptocurrency with a unique address defined
by a public cryptographic key. A private
cryptographic key is required to transfer
cryptocurrency from one address to another.
Anyone with access to the private key
associated with the address can transfer the
associated cryptocurrency. Cryptocurrency
transfers generally cannot be cancelled or
reversed and the identity of the holder of the
private key associated with any address can
be difficult, if not impossible, to ascertain.
The nature of cryptocurrency may lead to an
increased risk of fraud or cyber-attack.
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